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Interview with André Jonart, La Forestière du Nord Sarl

For an authentic barbecue
flavour
The sun is out and the days are getting longer and warmer. It is high time to fire up the
barbecue for some al fresco dining in the garden. The choice of fuel is often a matter of personal preference with some choosing the convenience of a gas or electric barbecue while
others swear by the authentic flavour of charcoal. With a 20% share of the French market for
its premium barbecue charcoal, which it markets under the brand name Grill O’Bois, La Forestière du Nord Sarl is one of the best known suppliers in the market. It appeals to the traditionalist for whom nothing can replace the smell and flavour of cooking over charcoal.
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Only the best is good enough for France’s barbecue
experts

The barbecue season is underway and Forestière du Nord is
keen to promote al fresco dining
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Grill O’Bois charcoal is much loved in France for its
ease of use and reliable heat

Visitors to the Grill O’Bois website

can rely on for optimum results

at pains to ensure that they re-

explains Mr. Jonart. “However, the

will find a host of tips and tricks

every time.”

spect our strict ethical standards.

production methods are still quite

We only use wood from certified

archaic and extremely inefficient.

to ensure their barbecue does not
go up in smoke. From lighting the

Grill O’Bois charcoal offers cus-

forests and ensure that for every

In Africa it is not unusual for 10 t

charcoal to ensuring the meat is

tomers the advantages of being

tree that is felled, at least two are

of wood to be needed to produce 1

cooked to perfection, there is no

easy to light and then burning long

planted.”

t of charcoal. By contrast, our pro-

detail too small to be covered.

and hot to provide ample time to

“Cooking over an open fire may be

cook for a crowd over the embers.

Another way in which La Forestière

produce charcoal on our behalf at

the way that food has been pre-

And, to ensure that the food can

du Nord ensures the ethical cre-

a rate of 4.5 t of wood to produce

pared for millennia but there are

be enjoyed to the full, Grill O’Bois

dentials of its product is through

each ton of charcoal.”

still any number of things that can

charcoal is made from wood

the production process itself.

go wrong,” says Managing Director

sourced from sustainably managed

Charcoal is made by heating the

La Forestière du Nord’s Eastern

and company founder André Jon-

forests. “The ethical point of view

wood in the absence of oxygen

European partners all operate to

art. “Obviously, the choice of fuel

is particularly important in this sec-

to remove water. The amount of

the same environmental and social

is critical to the end result which

tor,” insists Mr. Jonart. “We have

charcoal obtained from each burn-

standards as in France. They are

is why we have been making high

worked with a number of different

ing depends on the efficiency of

subject to between two and four

quality charcoal for more than 40

partners to produce charcoal to

the production process. “A lot of

annual audits carried out by an

years that barbecue connoisseurs

be sold under our name and are

charoal is produced in Africa,”

independent inspection service

EUROPEAN

business

duction partners in Eastern Europe
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La Forestière du Nord Sarl
Parc des Bois Brûlés
91430 Igny
France
 +33 1 69413206
 +33 1 69418316
 info@grillobois.fr
 www.grillobois.fr

A fleet of 70 lorries ensures deliveries of charcoal to customers throughout France

to ensure their conformity to a

distribution and logistics service for

more efficient and so demand has

strong performance in the French

number of key criteria that are

their products,” adds Mr. Jonart.

fallen at the same time that more

market shows. Exports to neigh-

non-negotiable for the French dis-

“This way of working also ensures

people are choosing alternative

bouring Belgium and Luxembourg

tributor. “Since we ceased to be a

our distribution partners a steady

heating systems for their homes,”

account for 5% of turnover and are

producer ourselves and began to

supply of product.”

says Mr. Jonart. “At the same time

a relatively new development. “Our

we have to compete with cheaply

goal is to expand our export activi-

rely on production partners, it has
been vital for our position in the

Charcoal currently makes up three

produced charcoal being imported

ties and we are currently looking

market that we continue to offer

quarters of La Forestière du Nord’s

from Indonesia and Africa which

for sales partners in Germany.

an environmentally irreproachable

22 million EUR annual turnover.

is not sustainable. Forests in these

German distributors currently buy

product,” says Mr. Jonart. “We

The remaining 25% comes from

countries are being cut down

charcoal from Argentina and Po-

want to promote sustainability in

the sale of other wood-based prod-

to make charcoal without being

land but these countries also have

the industry.”

ucts such as pressed wood logs for

replanted. Our marketing efforts

problems with deforestation and

domestic fireplaces and firelight-

seek to educate consumers that

this is leading to image problems

In return for demanding high

ers made from shredded wood.

by buying this charcoal they are

with customers,” explains Mr.

standards from its production

“Our firelighters are a completely

harming the environment.” Aware-

Jonart. “This is an opportunity for

partners, La Forestière du Nord

natural product that make it easier

ness of the environmental cost of

us to expand into one of the big-

guarantees them a steady market

to start the barbecue without the

unsustainably produced charcoal

gest barbecue charcoal markets in

for their products. “Demand for

unpleasant odour produced by a

is rising as La Forestière du Nord’s

Europe.”

charcoal is seasonal and peaks

chemical firelighter,” explains Mr.

naturally in summer during the

Jonart. “Our pressed wood logs

barbecue season,” says Mr. Jonart.

produce three times as much heat

“To guarantee our partners year-

energy as traditional firewood and

round work, we buy from them

burn very cleanly, leaving virtually

continually throughout the year

no residue.” The product range is

and hold the charcoal on stock

rounded off with bags of wooden

ready for delivery to customers

kindling and split logs for burning

during the four-month barbecue

in domestic fireplaces.

modern just-in-time production

As the market for firewood de-

methods that aim to cut costs by

clines still further, La Forestière du

reducing stockpiling but is una-

Nord’s reliance on charcoal will

voidable in this particular sector.

increase in the future. “Modern

“We offer our partners a strong

wood-burning stoves are much

Managing Director André Jonart believes in the superior quality of his ethically produced charcoal

business
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season.” This policy runs against
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